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Case 1

Event Block : E SWITCH

Idea to use the E SWITCH, is that whenever the temperature exceeds the max sen-
sor, an alarm is displayed on the HMI. As soon as the temp falls below the minimum
the alarm goes away.

Logic: Triggering different events based on the value of the the sensor.

Case 2

Event Blocks : E R TRIG, E F TRIG, E MERG, E REND, E DELAY

The story behind case 2, is to warm the user if the maximum temperature & max-
imum level are crossed simultaneously. We use the E R TRIG block to detect the
change in value at the both the respective sensors. The event outputs for the rise
detection are connected to the E REND block, which only produces an output if both
the sensors are triggered one after the other.

The, output for the E REND triggers the E DELAY block, which inturns starts a
5sec timer before sending out the alarm.

If before the timer has elapsed either the temperature or level comes backs to normal
range, the E F TRIG, will detect it and disable the timer.

Case 3

Event Blocks : E R TRIG, E F TRIG, E SR, E D FF

The story behind case 3, is to enable the OUTPUT VALVE as soon as the water
level reaches the Minimum Level Sensor.

E R TRIG detects the state of the minimum sensor and as soon as it is true sends
out an EVENT OUTPUT, which in-turn triggers the SET EVENT for the SetReset
Block, which sets it output to TRUE. The output of SetResest Block is connected to
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the control for the OUTPUT VALVE of the tank. E R TRIG, on the other hands
detects when the tank goes below the minimum level and Resets the SetReset Block
which in-turn shuts the OUTPUT Valve.
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